Welcome to QUT Gardens Point campus

QUT acknowledges the Turrbal and Yugara, as the First Nations owners of the lands where QUT now stands. We pay respect to their Elders, lores, customs and creation spirits. We recognise that these lands have always been places of teaching, research and learning. QUT acknowledges the important role Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people play within the QUT community.

You’re standing within the only major university campus in the Brisbane CBD, nestled between the Brisbane River and City Botanic Gardens. This location reinforces QUT’s strong links with business, industry and government. The campus is close to public transport and is a short walk from the Queen Street Mall and Southbank.

Here at Gardens Point you’ll find approximately 30,000 students studying business, design, engineering, information technology, law, justice, mathematics, science, building and planning and health sciences.

Please respect our current students and workplace health and safety, and do not enter classrooms, labs, etc. when touring the campus.

Stop 1—U Block/QUT Art Museum
The QUT Art Museum presents a diverse program of contemporary exhibitions, as well as free public events and programs. The museum collection has a history of strong and adventurous commitment to contemporary art, and the majority of works date from the 1960s onwards. Admission to the Art Museum is free.

Stop 2—Old Government House
Old Government House is recognised as one of Queensland’s most important heritage sites. Built in 1862, it was the official residence for Queensland Governors until 1910. The Kidney Lawn, facing the Botanical Gardens, is also part of the site and features a heritage-listed tree.

The building recently underwent a $15 million restoration and is open to the public. The upstairs bedrooms have become a gallery dedicated to the permanent exhibition of the works of renowned Australian artist, William Robinson.

Stop 3—X Block & Y Block
X Block is home to the QUT Gardens Theatre, a 400-seat venue for both QUT’s Creative Industries student performances as well as local and visiting productions.

Also located in this building is:
- School of Justice
- QUT Medical Centre—providing professional health and medical services to the university community with medical practitioners, psychologists and registered nurses
- Counselling—providing a professional, confidential and free counselling service to QUT students

QUT acknowledges the Turrbal and Yugara, as the First Nations owners of the lands where QUT now stands. We pay respect to their Elders, lores, customs and creation spirits. We recognise that these lands have always been places of teaching, research and learning. QUT acknowledges the important role Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people play within the QUT community.
• Equity and Disability Services—Equity Services is dedicated to promoting equal opportunities and support for all students and staff and provide a range of services including free, confidential support for students with a disability, injury or health condition.

• QUT Esports Arena—our purpose-built arena was Australia’s first university gaming arena. QUT is the industry leader in Australian esports.

Y Block houses Room Three Sixty, a large function room with 360-degree views over the city, South Bank and Kangaroo Point. Also in this building are state-of-the-art research spaces focusing on the areas of science and engineering, and a number of retail and food outlets.

In Y Block you’ll also find the Oodgeroo Unit—the centre of QUT’s activities in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander education, studies and research. The unit also provides personal, study and financial support and an alternative entry program.

Stop 4—P Block, Level 3/Community Hub
The community hub is all about making time on campus enjoyable and accessible. Here you’ll find a YMCA gym including a running track and group fitness studios as well as a 50m, FINA-standard pool.

Within the 300-seat food court you’ll find an array of food outlets to suit all tastes and tucked behind, you’ll see Subway and the Botanic Bar. The QUT Bookshop and café is also housed within the community hub and sells not only textbooks but a large range of gift products.

To get to the next stop: Take stairs/lift down to level 3 of P Block.

Stop 5—P Block, Level 4/Science and Engineering Centre
The Science and Engineering Centre is a $230 million investment in science, technology, engineering and mathematics, and features a blend of teaching, collaborative and research spaces. This certified ‘5-star’ green building is one of the highest-rated green buildings in Brisbane and features both static solar panels and solar ‘trees’ on the roof that are programmed to follow the sun’s path, allowing maximum exposure.

Inside P Block you will find The Cube, one of the world’s largest digital interactive learning and display spaces, dedicated to providing an inspiring experience of QUT’s research in science and engineering, as well as IT, creative arts and design.

Stop 6—O Block/O Podium
O Block has mechanical, medical and civil engineering labs and also accommodates a fully equipped mechanical workshop, home to QUT Motorsport.

Stop 7—C Block
C Block is home to the Faculty of Law. The building contains the law library which has specialised legal information and resources for law and justice students plus access to highly qualified, industry-experienced law librarians. The QUT Law Moot Court and Industrial Court, where students can sharpen their advocacy skills and gain confidence in the courtroom, are also in this building.

Stop 8—Z Block
Z Block is the location of QUT Business School and it has a number of large lecture theatres. The building houses the fully equipped Economics and Finance Bloomberg Lab, which allows students working in the fields of economics and finance to experience the financial markets in real-time, without the risks involved in real transactions.

QUT Business School also has facilities in B Block including the Executive Education Centre where MBA, EMBA and corporate education courses are delivered.

Stop 9—S Block
This is the information technology, electrical engineering and urban development building which features state-of-the-art facilities and technology-enhanced student zones.

The building features a lab specifically designed for our games and interactive environments students—the BGI Games Studio with high-end Alienware machines for game design and development. The studio includes Xbox consoles supplied to us by Microsoft allowing students to develop games for both PC and Xbox.

When looking down to the left when facing out from the S Block entrance you will see:

• W Block—includes specialised labs for chemistry, biology and environmental science and QUT’s pharmacy counselling room, designed to look and operate like a real pharmacy

• R Block—home to the School of Earth, Environmental and Biological Sciences containing geology and geophysics labs and research hubs focusing on conservation, habitat management, endangered species, water catchments, marine geology and earthquakes.

Stop 10—Q Block
Q Block features a recent $28 million refurbishment. Q Block features world-standard facilities for medical imaging, radiation therapy, physics and medical sciences.

The 6500m² QLab is the largest on campus and has been modelled on similar labs in Europe to house students from multiple disciplines, often at the same time.

Stop 11—V Block/HiQ and Library
HiQ is the first point of call for students needing enrolment, study or IT assistance and is open 7 days a week. Students can access many services they need through a mobile app or using interactive kiosks in V Block. Student concierges will provide advice and help students, with specialist staff on-hand for any complex enquiries. They can also provide advice to students who are considering coming to QUT.

The QUT library provides access to:

• all the information required for study and leisure including books, DVDs, eBooks and online journal articles

• study spaces, casual reading areas, meeting rooms and silent study areas

• free study skills workshops and one-on-one academic consultations for students

• drop-in sessions with a Careers Educator for help with career and employability development

• printing services for scanning, binding, laminating and printing

• a 24-hour student computing lab containing over 300 PCs.

Directly across from the library entrance on Macgregor Lane you can also see E Block which houses labs for chemistry and science, and wet labs where students can use biological materials.

Stop 12—D Block
Home to the School of Design, D Block was designed by an architect who was a graduate of QUT. If you head under the concourse, you can see a small-scale model of Brisbane, built by current students, in Room D107. The model is regularly added to, making sure it is up to date.

Looking down towards Norman Way you will also see:

• F Block—featuring design studios and collaborative spaces

• J Block—QUT’s design and fabrication lab which includes a 3D printer, laser cutters, vinyl and foam cutters and workshops focusing on timber, metal, plastics and paints.

Thank you for visiting QUT today.
For more information visit qut.edu.au
Welcome to QUT Kelvin Grove campus

QUT acknowledges the Turrbal and Yugara, as the First Nations owners of the lands where QUT now stands. We pay respect to their Elders, lores, customs and creation spirits. We recognise that these lands have always been places of teaching, research and learning.

QUT acknowledges the important role Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people play within the QUT community.

This campus is three kilometres north of the Brisbane CBD, a location that ensures QUT has strong links with business, industry, and government. The Kelvin Grove campus is part of the Kelvin Grove Village, which gives the campus a bustling community feel, and provides access to a broad range of services and facilities.

Here at Kelvin Grove you will find approximately 20,000 students studying communication, creative industries, creative practice, design, education and health. Please respect our current students and workplace health and safety, and do not enter classrooms, labs, etc. when touring the campus.

Stop 1 – F Block

Here you will find:

- 480-seat lecture theatre (Level 5)
- outdoor amphitheatre which regularly hosts student events and performances
- 24-hour computer lab (Level 5)
- 500-space carpark (Levels 1–4).

Stop 2 – C Block, Community Building

The community building provides a mix of retail, hospitality, and support services for students. Within this building you will find:

- counselling, financial assistance, accommodation, language and learning support, and international student services
- The Grove campus bar
- QUT Student Guild—offering services to students including the facilitation of QUT clubs and sporting teams, student advocacy and the hosting of social events
- QUT Bookshop
- a general store and post office—featuring a lolly shop
- a number of food and beverage outlets.

Stop 3 – A and B Block

A Block is associated with teacher education and was home to the original Queensland Teachers’ Training College which opened in 1914. The building now houses the Education Student Affairs Office.

B Block is where you’ll find more of the education staff offices and teaching spaces. The block also has a Muslim prayer space on the ground floor and there is a chaplaincy for all denominations.
Stop 4 – R Block, HiQ and Library
The HiQ Service Point is the first point of call for students needing enrolment, study or IT assistance and is open seven days a week. Students can access many services they need through the HiQ mobile app or using interactive kiosks in V block. Student concierges will provide advice and help students, with specialist staff on hand for any complex enquiries.

The recently refurbished library is open from 7am to 10pm weekdays and provides access to:

- books, DVDs, eBooks and online journal articles
- study spaces, casual reading areas and meeting rooms
- free study skills workshops and one-on-one academic consultations for students
- printing services for scanning, binding, laminating and printing
- a 24-hour computing lab

**Direction details:** continue through R Block into E Block mezzanine

Stop 5 – E Block
QUT’s Education Precinct opened its doors in early 2019 and contains five levels dedicated to world-class teaching. There are study pods, community spaces, bike parking, and a garden area.

A centrepiece of the precinct is the Sphere, a digital LED globe suspended over two floors with a changing menu of innovative visual content. With access to the technologies incorporated throughout the precinct, QUT education students will be equipped to thrive in a rapidly changing digital world, and ready to incorporate technologies into their teaching.

In the precinct you will also find the Oodgeroo Unit, which is the centre for QUT’s activities in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander education, studies, and research.

**Direction details:** take the E Block stairs/lift down to Ring Road (level 1)

Stop 6 – S Block and Kelvin Grove Busway Station
S Block is used by education students and features a 24-hour computer lab for students and science labs for students learning to teach science.

If you look down the stairs next to S Block you can see the Kelvin Grove Busway station, linking the campus to the CBD and suburbs via the Inner Northern Busway.

Looking down Ring Road to the left you will find:

**O Block** is home to lecture theatres and classrooms for the Faculty of Health. It also houses large kitchens that are used by nutrition and dietetics students where they cook and experiment with food. It also features facilities that are used by our exercise and movement science and clinical exercise physiology students including the biomechanics, strength conditioning and motor control laboratories.

**P Block.** QUT International College (QUITC) The International College provides pathway programs for international students who want to progress into studying a degree. Students can undertake English language programs to enable them to meet university entrance requirements or to help them to find work in Australia.

There is also a bridge linking J Block, P Block and B Block, to create a more direct link into the upper levels of the campus.

**J Block** is home to our state-of-the-art soccer and sports fields. With two levels of pay-on-exit car parking located directly beneath the field.

**N Block** is home to the School of Nursing with teaching spaces and nursing labs set up like real hospital wards. It houses the Clinical Simulation Centre, which is used primarily by nursing and paramedic students, giving them the chance to use simulation equipment to practise their skills.

**Direction details:** head towards H Block, turning right down Ring Road

Stop 7 – H Block
H Block is home to a new 120-seat wet lab, where undergraduate students participate in lab activities for microbiology, immunology and basic molecular biology units.

**Direction details:** continue down Ring Road to intersection with Victoria Park Road.

Stop 8 – Iglu Kelvin Grove
Iglu Kelvin Grove is a purpose-built student village offering fully furnished, self-contained apartments. Amenities at Iglu include an on-site gym, café and study spaces. Iglu is one of the number of student accommodation facilities in partnership with QUT. Visit qut.edu.au/accommodation

**Direction details:** continue down Blamey Street and cross at intersection at Muske Avenue.

Stop 9 – Q Block—Institute of Health and Biomedical Innovation
The Institute of Health and Biomedical Innovation (IHBI) is a multidisciplinary research institute devoted to improving the health of individuals and communities. IHBI also provides opportunities for undergraduate students to participate in cutting-edge research projects in areas such as chronic disease and ageing, health systems, injury prevention and trauma management.

**Direction details:** continue down Musk Avenue.

Stop 10 – 44 Musk Avenue and Kelvin Grove Village
44 Musk Avenue houses QUT Health Clinics offering services to students, staff and the general public. Our health students deliver many of these services under the supervision of qualified professionals. More than 100 000 placement hours are completed by our students in this facility each year. Within this building you will find:

- optometry, exercise physiology, podiatry, nutrition and dietetics, psychology and counselling.
- QUT Medical Centre.

The building also includes a YMCA Fitness and Aquatic Centre and 25m indoor heated pool, as well as a sporting stadium used by exercise and movement science students.

Directly across from 44 Musk Avenue is the centre of Kelvin Grove Village. Within the village you’ll find a Woolworths supermarket and a variety of retail shops and eating outlets.

**Direction details:** take the glass lift near the corner of Musk Avenue and Carraway Street to Level 4. Turn right when exiting the lift making your way to the parade ground.

Stop 11 – Creative Industries Precinct
The Creative Industries Precinct was Australia’s first site dedicated to creative experimentation and commercial development in the creative industries. It brings together interactive performance, exhibition and production spaces, high-tech learning areas and research facilities.

Within this area of the precinct you will find:

- Z1 Incorporating The Roundhouse Theatre—a 400-seat, in-the-round theatre and home of La Boite Theatre Company
- Z3 and Z5 Sheds—containing specialist equipment for fashion students including textile printing and drawing studios, sewing machines, a computer assisted design (CAD) lab and facilities for pattern making and dyeing
- 26, The Hub—for students studying communication and film, screen and new media production. The building features editing suites, dressing rooms, a news room and a 200-square metre film and television studio.

**Direction details:** Walk across Musk Avenue from the street front of Z6, The Hub to Z9 (stop 12).

Stop 12 – Creative Industries Precinct
The $80 million second stage of the Creative Industries Precinct features heritage-restored spaces and a six-storey building housing world-class dance, drama, music and visual arts studios. Some of the facilities housed within 26 include:

- three large dance and movement studios
- two acoustically isolated ‘box-in-box’ recording studios
- sound-proofed rehearsal areas
- performance and presentation spaces.

Within the remainder of the buildings at this stop you will find:

- exhibition and gallery spaces
- a construction workshop outfitted with wood and metal working equipment for visual arts students
- an animation and digital studio featuring graphic tablets allowing students to hand-draw directly in the digital domain.

Thank you for visiting QUT today. For more information visit qut.edu.au